The Mechanics of ETFs
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Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) offer investors an efficient means
of accessing a professionally managed portfolio of securities
through a single investment vehicle. While ETFs share this and
many other features with mutual funds, the process of buying
and selling ETF shares is different.
Similar to trading a stock, investors can buy and sell ETF shares
on a national stock exchange at a market price that can change
throughout the day. These trades occur on the secondary market.
New shares of an ETF are created when an ETF sponsor, such as
Dimensional, and an approved financial institution, referred to
as an Authorized Participant (AP), transact in the primary market.
When there is high demand for ETF shares, an AP can request
new shares from the ETF sponsor in exchange for securities
and cash. To redeem shares of the ETF, the AP can deliver ETF
shares to the ETF sponsor in exchange for securities and cash.
This plays an important role in balancing the supply and
demand for shares of an ETF.

ETF trading across primary and secondary markets
helps support the daily demand for ETF shares,
providing multiple layers of liquidity to investors.1

DEFINITIONS
Primary Market: The market for creating new or redeeming existing ETF shares, which is facilitated by trades between an authorized participant and an ETF sponsor.
Secondary Market: The market where previously issued ETF shares are bought and sold, often on exchanges.

1. Multiple layers of ETF liquidity refers to liquidity available in the secondary market and that can be generated in the primary market through
ETF share creation and redemption activity between APs and an ETF sponsor. This is unlike an individual stock, which generally has a fixed
supply of shares in the secondary market. An AP may request to create or redeem ETF shares in order to provide liquidity to large ETF orders
or to help balance supply and demand for ETF shares on the secondary market.

Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of the Dimensional funds carefully before investing. For this and other information about the Dimensional funds, please read the prospectus
carefully before investing. Prospectuses are available by calling Dimensional Fund Advisors collect at (512) 306-7400 or at us.dimensional.com. Dimensional funds are distributed by DFA Securities LLC.
ETF shares trade at market price and are not individually redeemable with the issuing fund, other than in large share amounts called creation units. Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal and fluctuation
of value.
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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